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thus somewhat enhancing native perspicacity by instruction.
Adolescents may be encouraged to make their own analyses
of crises and issues that confront them. They may acquire
basic information in personal conferences, in class discus-
sions, or from books.
Still more important is the use of insight and information
in the development of purposes and self-determined goals.
Obviously goals cannot be thrust upon adolescents, but they
,can sometimes be suggested on the basis of a thorough study
of the individual's present traits and interests. His life pur-
pose should fit in with the existing personality pattern, with
the resulting harmony between ambition and ability. The
most important cue for some adolescents is to exemplify
the words of a popular song: "I like myself as I is/' They
need to learn to live with themselves.
Insight into complex emotional problems require special
guidance. It is here that the specialized technics of the
psychiatrist or psychoanalyst are useful in bringing to light
the deeper origins of maladjusted attitudes in certain cases.
Guidance through Play and Creative Activities. — In-
creased emphasis recently has been placed upon play therapy
and occupational therapy as means by which children and
adults may work through their conflicts and solve them for
themselves. There is mental health value in play and cre-
ative activity. The wholehearted absorption in such activi-
ties is a factor in the integration of personality. In some
cases the attempt to put a personal conflict into some art
form has reduced the individual's tension concerning it and
given him perspective. The writing of autobiographies or
life histories might have these values for many adolescent
boys and girls. Some prpbably derive similar benefit from
their personal diaries.
Guidance through Special Technics. — Psychoanalysis has
emphasized memories of past events as causes of present mal-
adjustment, and undoubtedly has added a great deal to the
sum total of knowledge regarding the hidden springs of
conduct. The information a child discloses, hoWever, is
far from being spontaneous. Many of his associations are

